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Continue reading the main story The only thing that can be said about the past is that anyone who can remember the maxim of Santayan is doomed to repeat it. As a result, there is a danger of misunderstanding the lessons of the council's history with the danger of using simplistic historical analogies. Those who have
learned the lessons of Munich square off against those who have learned the lessons of Vietnam, and then they both refer to the bread and circus days of the overburdened Roman Empire in an attempt to sound even more subtle and profound. In his provocative and lively We Are Rome? Cullen Murphy provides these
necessary caveats as he engages in a serious effort to learn from comparing America's situation today with imperial Rome. Founded, according to tradition, as an agricultural village in 753 BC, Rome enjoyed 12 centuries of rise and fall before the barbarians began to suppress the gates in the fifth century. During this
time it became a prosperous and sometimes virtuous republic, and then a depraved and corrupt empire, which was destined to be mined for modern lessons by historians, starting with Edward Gibbon, whose first volume The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire was appropriately published in the British Empire in
1776. There are almost as many reasons given for the collapse of Rome as there are historians. But the general feeling is that the empire has become too thick, flabby and cumbersome. As Gibbon put it, prosperity has matured on the principle of disintegration. The decline of Rome began to be viewed with a kind of
tragic inevitability, fraught with resonance. As Byron wrote in Child Harold's Pilgrimage: There is the morality of all human tales; / 'It's but the same rehearsal of the past, / First freedom, and then glory - when it fails, / Wealth, vice, corruption - barbarism, finally. The most notable comparison between modern America and
classical Rome, as Murphy points out, is that both have been blessed and struck by a sense of exclusivity. In America, it begins with John Winthrop admonishing his Puritan flock, who was about to settle the Massachusetts Bay colony, so that we were a city on the hill. Since then, various presidents have described the
United States in words that echo the description of Cicero Romans and their radiant city on seven hills: The Spaniards had an advantage over them at the point of numbers, Gauls in physical strength, Carthaginians in sharpness, Greeks in culture, indigenous Latinos and Italians in astute common sense; but Rome
conquered them all and acquired its vast empire, because in piety, religion and appreciation of the omnipotence of the gods it was without equal. Credit... Lutz WidmaierIn Rome, the virtues of the republic were initially supported by dedicated leaders and warriors like Cincinnatus, who took the sword to save the city, but
when the battles were won, set it aside to take the plough again. Both in reality and in the knowledge of the founding of America, George Washington played this role. But eventually the fixers, flatterers and bureaucrats who clung to power began to dominate. Murphy, editor-in-chief of Vanity Fair, offers comparisons with
the city of Washington today that are provocative, if at times a little stretched. He pokes at tangible eulogies such as Midge Dekter on Donald Rumsfeld, and compares Roman undercover operatives, curiosities, to National Security Agency eavesdropping programs. He even compares the wonders of the Roman sewer
system to the fusion that can be found on the Internet: Washington now drains into the blogosphere, another engineering marvel. Military strategist Edward Luttwak, in his 1976 book The Great Strategy of the Roman Empire, looked at how the Roman legions defended its borders. His thesis was that in the later stages of
his empire, the Romans accepted that the barbaric invaders would penetrate the borders. Thus, cities have started to wall themselves, and security is becoming an increasingly heavy charge for society. At the same time, the idea of citizen soldiers from all levels of Roman society, including the educated and upper
classes, gave way to legions that were recruited and dragooned from the poor and immigrants. Similarly, Murphy worries that after 9/11, the security apparatus will visit America at a time when the educated elite no longer consider it their duty to serve in the military. He reports that 450 of the 750 Princeton class
graduates in 1956 served, while only eight out of 1,100 in the 2004 class did. America began contracts from many security functions for private companies, just as Rome cultivated its security of barbaric mercenaries. The problems that arise are compounded when America tries to impose its values and institutions in
distant countries. Drawing on the great reporting of others, most notably Rajiv Chandrasekaran in Imperial Life in the Emerald City, Murphy reveals the absurdities that occur in places like Baghdad, when the proconsulas and legions and contractors we send have no idea about the people they are dealing with. Later
Pliny the Younger was a master of patronage writing, repeatedly asking the emperor for favor. But to the decline of the empire, the concept of suffragette, which originally meant running and then exerting influence, turned into a word for outright bribery. Here, Murphy has a goal that is almost too simple. He cites some of
the emails of lobbyist Jack Abramoff urging contributions from his clients who did not stand up positively on Pliny Jr.'s letters. You iz yes man! Do you hear me?! You yes man!! How much $$ will be tomorrow? We got another $$ in? Sometimes Murphy seems to overextend his analogy or treat America as if it were a
society as distant and curious as Ancient Rome. His erudite book sometimes feels written from the side of the perch library of Boston Athenaeum, which it really was, not the first-hand remarks of the Rotary Club meeting in the Midwest or the American military base in the Middle East. Still, Murphy's arguments, even if
they can't be entirely convincing, are thought-provoking. Unfortunately, it ends up on some optimistic notes, and some recipes, rather than wallowing in the oud. The Empire remains powerful as long as its subjects rejoice in it, - wrote the Roman historian Livi. To that end, Murphy said, America needs to instill in its citizens
greater appreciation for the rest of the world. At home, it must revive the ideals of citizen participation and foster a sense of community and mutual commitment, rather than treating most public organizations as a necessary evil. With its ability to innovate and reinvent itself, and with his belief in progress, America should
never become stagnant like Rome. The genius of America, Murphy concludes, may be that he built the fall of Rome in its very composition: it is a very consciously permanent work designed to accommodate and build on revolutionary change. By choosing I agree below, you agree that NPR sites use cookies similar to
tracking and storage technologies, as well as information about the device you use to access our sites to enhance your browsing, listening and user experience, personalizing content, personalizing messages from NPR sponsors, providing social networking features and analyzing NPR traffic. This information is in
conjunction with social media services, sponsorship, analytics and other third-party service providers. See the details. The decline and visit of the Plain Text site The Rise and Fall of Ancient Rome has been on American minds since the beginning of our republic. Today we are not only focused on the Roman Republic,
the 600th Empire that took its place. Depending on who speaks, the history of Rome serves as either a triumphant call to action or a terrible warming of imminent collapse. Dear editor and author Cullen Murphy dares to walk past the rhetoric of scholars to learn nuanced lessons on how America can avoid the death of
Rome. Working on a canvas that goes far beyond the issue of the overburdened military, Murphy reveals a wide range of similarities between the two empires: the blinking, insular culture of our capitals; the debilitating effect of corruption in public life; The paradoxical question of boundaries; and the weakening of political,
albeit various forms of privatization. He convincingly argues that we are most like Rome in the growing corruption of our government and in our arrogant ignorance of the outside world - two things that we can change. In a lively, richly detailed historical history based on the latest scholarship, the ancient world leaps to life



and throws our own modern world into a provocative Light. Are we Rome? Will the United States fall, just as Rome fell, and just as (most recently) the Soviet Union fell? Fell? Murphy intends to solve this question and gives us a lot of interesting stories, but in the end does not give us a good answer to this question. I
read this book in 2007, but didn't add it to Goodreads until now. His main explanation for why Rome fell seems to have failed. He's on to something, but he's missing a critical element, namely, we're Rome? Will the United States fall, just as Rome fell, and just as (most recently) the Soviet Union fell? Cullen Murphy
intends to solve this issue and gives us a lot of interesting stories, but in the end does not give us a good answer to this question. I read this book in 2007, but didn't add it to Goodreads until now. His main explanation for why Rome fell seems to have failed. It does something, but it lacks a critical element, namely the
economy and the basic resource base. There are many analogies here, and Murphy examines the capital, the military, the relationship between public and private enterprise, the relationship between the empire and the rest of the world, and the problem of border control. So if you want to go dig for these historical
analogies, or just want a good historical reading, Murphy's book is a good place to start. But what if you want to know the real answer to the question We are Rome? The parallels Murphy discovers are mostly political. All empires, ancient or modern, have capitals, borders, armies and bureaucracies. They also have a
certain element of myopia and corruption. What exactly does that prove? Does the presence of capitals, borders, armies and bureaucracy mean that the empire will fall? Even if it eventually falls, how do we know where on the trajectory we are? What is the basis of the empire's politics here? Murphy suggests that
government corruption and ignorance of the outside world are important factors that we can avoid, but I seriously doubt that any of them was fundamental in the fall of Rome. There is no indication that ignorance in any absolute sense was less in earlier Rome during its rise (or early America) than in later Rome (or
modern America). Societies in their decline often produce some of their greatest thinkers - think of Socrates, Plato, and the decline of Athens, for example, or Porfiry, Tertullian, and Augustine during the decline of Rome. Corruption is an even more vague category. Corruption arises from the gap between private interests
and public debt, and that the former dominates the second. But if times are good, private interests and public debt tend to coincide anyway. That's what it means to say that times are good: you don't have to constantly deal with any heartbreaking decisions and make any noble sacrifices and constantly repeat the Horatio-
on-bridge thing. This is because your society is not in a constant state of crisis. If your society is in a constant state of crisis, you will end up going to succumb to temptation. So corruption has become a problem in Rome (or America) it's just another way of saying that times were bad, which says nothing. What's more,
what replaced the Roman Empire? No problem. The Roman Empire was not taken by barbarians; it simply disappeared, and nothing really similar to Rome was undertaken for more than a thousand years, except for Justinian, who bankrupted his empire in an attempt to reclaim Rome's heritage. If a corrupt emperor (or
two or three) caused the fall of Rome, some barbarians would surely eventually figured out how to do the same right. Thus, we have a myth about Rome: that all he would have accepted would be a wary, competent and honest emperor (or a number of such emperors) to make things right. Rome had a number of strong-
willed, competent and honest emperors, including Marcus Aurelius and Diocletian. They could not save the empire because they could not cope with the main problem. Murphy seems determined to invent a similar myth about America that a howling, competent and honest president or group of Americans can set
America up again. Now, Ms. Laycock in my high school world history class, and in Joseph Tainter's collapse of complex societies, offered an obvious explanation: Rome fell for economic reasons, Rome had no industry. Nothing that the Romans or their subjects did that was fundamentally and noticeably better than what
the barbarians did, so there was no economic reason to exist. This kind of industrial or trading base is a kind of thing that only happened much later, with the growth of modern Europe.Given this lack of economy, the real problem is not to explain the fall of Rome, but to explain its growth. And here's the explanation -
military power. Rome became great not because it was an effective producer or merchant of things that made life better, but because it was a great military power and could confiscate things that made life better. Rome got rich on robberies and robberies. However, looting and looting limit economic usefulness. You can
do it once, but in the end you are going to flee the countries to loot and loot, or they will become more distant and difficult to conquer (Judea, Parthia). You can raise taxes, but it's too early to reach the point of reducing profits. You can rest on your laurels for a while - in the case of Rome, for a few hundred years - but you
won't be able to continue raking money into the treasury at any rate you did when you founded your empire. You can save, maneuver and delay, but you can't get around this basic fact in the long run. Well, the United States doesn't go around looting and looting other countries to get its wealth, does it? Isn't there a
fundamental dissimilarity here? Iraq and Vietnam are sometimes examples of our attempts to build an empire. Maybe, but still was not particularly profitable, there is less oil produced now than under Saddam, and there has been nothing strategic in Vietnam from the beginning. So isn't this analogy going to break down?
But there is another angle here: while we have not robbed and robbed other countries so much (well, not very effectively, and that is certainly not the way we became great), we were looting and looting nature. And as Rome's adventure in empire, our industrial empire will soon hit the law of diminishing profits, because
there is only so much fossil fuel for looting. Think: American society is built on the exploitation of natural resources in general and fossil fuels in particular. Think about it: it's non-renewable or unsustainable or both. Think about it happening on a huge and previously unimaginable scale. Cullen Murphy could have written a
great book if he had focused on the fundamental reasons that Rome had fallen and then tried to argue the pros and cons of whether those reasons belong to the United States. Instead, he has written a book that focuses on more superficial similarities and ignores the underlying problems. Very bad. Someone else might
get a chance to write this story, but we don't have much time. Crude oil production peaked in May 2005, and while we might just see a small spike some time later, it is only a matter of time before the whole foundation of modern industrial society enters a period of decline. It is possible that the United States will be
deeply in crisis, or the worst case will actually disappear before some historian manages to point out the obvious and get it published. ... More... More are we rome cullen murphy pdf. are we rome cullen murphy summary
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